In this note we introduce the Dynamic Disturbance Decoupling Problem for nonlinear systems. A local solution of the problem is given. A compensator solving the problem can be obtained by means of Singh's algorithm.
Problem formulation
Consider a square nonlinear multi-input-multi-output control system of the form (1) x = f(.) + 4")" + P(.)P { Y = h(.)
where 2 E X, an open subset of B", the inputs U E R", the outputs y E R", the disturbances q E E r , f and h are vector-valued analytic functions and g and p are matrix-valued analytic functions, all of appropriate dimensions. In the Disturbance Decoupling Problem (DDP) one searches for a regular static state feedback ' U. = a(.) + P(z)v (2) with v a new m-dimensional control and P ( z ) a nonsingular m x m matrix for all x, so that in the feedback modified dynamics
the disturbances q do not affect the outputs y. A local solution of the DDP using differential geometric tools has led to a more or less complete understanding of this problem, see e.g. The purpose of this note, which summarizes the preprint [5] , is to give a dynamic version of the Disturbance Decoupling Problem for a square invertible nonlinear system (1). That is, instead of a static feedback law (2) we allow for a regular dynamic state feedback
with z the p-dimensional compensator state and v an m-dimensional new control, and the regularity of (4) means that the system (4) with inputs v and outputs u is invertible for all r and z. In the Dynamic Disturbance Decoupling Problem (DDDP) we require that in the modified dynamics
the disturbances q do not influence the outputs y. Clearly the static DDP forms a special case of the DDDP by assuming that p = 0.
In this note we describe a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the local solvability of the DDDP.
Main result
In this section we give our main result. Instrumental in the solution of the DDDP is what we like to call a Singh compensator, which can be obtained via the so called Singh's algorithm. Singh's algorithm has been introduced in [8] for calculation of a left-inverse of a nonlinear system. It is a generalization of the algorithm from [4], which was only applicable under some restrictive assumptions. We give Singh's algorithm for the system (1) without disturbances, i.e. q E 0, following [3] . However, our notation is slightly different from the notation employed in (31.
Step 0 Define eo := y, ijo := 0.
Step k+l
that the matrix B k := [ b r , . . . , &ElT has full rank pk on a neighborhood
. Then calculate and write it as i j y 1 ) = ak+l(z, {ijp)
and suppose that there exist
(1 < i < k,i < j < k) such that B k + l has constant rank pk+l on a neighborhood of (zo,{ij:$ I 1 < i < k , i < j < k}). Permute, if necessary, the components of so that on this neighborhood the first pk+1 rows of Bk+l are linearly independent. Decompose cy1)
as df'') = ( ijl,(')' YE1)* )T where ijE1) consists of the first s k + l := (pk+l -pk) rows. Since the last rows of Bk+l are linearly dependent on the first Pk+l rows, we can write
where once again everything is rational in Yj". 
H
Consider an invertible system ( l ) , i.e. pn = m. Then we define a Singh compensator for (1) as follows. Let xo be a strongly regular point for (1) and apply Singh's algorithm to (1) with q E 0. This yields at the n-th step:
where p,, = ( ~r , .
. . , ~p -~)~ ) and where B, is invertible on a neighborhood of (xo,{&) I 1 < i < n -l , i < j < n -1)) for some 
.,y!:-')).
Then ( 
